Biographical Information

‡ Great Lives Series (Reference Area) Do a Series Title search in the online catalog to locate.
‡ Current Biography (Periodical Area)
‡ Dictionary of American Biography     REF/176/.D56

Chronologies

‡ American Decades     REF/E/174.5/.A54
‡ Day by Day (Series)     REF/D/427 (Search by “Title” day by day in Murray)
‡ Chronicle of the 20th Century     REF/D/422/.C53

Congress

‡ CQ Almanac (Congressional Quarterly Inc.)     REF/JK/1/.C66
‡ CQ Digest (Periodical Area)
‡ Congressional Quarterly: Weekly Report

Country Information (Current)

‡ Statesmans Yearbook     REF/JA/51/.S7/2005
‡ World Today Series     REF (Do a “Series” search, World Today on the online catalog.

Politics & Government

‡ Almanac of American Politics     REF/JK/1012/.A44/2004
‡ CQ’s Politics in America, 2005     REF/JK/1012/.C63/2004
Records/Speeches

Ç Historic Documents - Online from Library Home Page

Specialized Dictionaries/Encyclopedias

Ç Encyclopedia of the American Constitution     REF/KF/4548/.E53
Ç The Constitutional Law Dictionary     REF/KF/4548.5/C47
Ç Encyclopedia of World Cultures     REF/GN/.E53/Vol. 1-10

Statistical Information

Ç Statistical Record of Black Americans     REF/E/185.5/.S83/1997
Ç Statistical Abstract     REF/HA/202/.S7x/2003